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The "FKDV" equation, u t + uu~ - ux,xx ~ = 0, is used as a testbed for a variety of analytical and numerical methods that 
can be applied to solitary waves and cnoidal waves of "non-integrable" differential equations, that is to say, to equations 
which cannot be solved by the inverse scattering transform. The basic tools are (i) Pad6 approximants formed from power 
series in the amplitude; (ii) a Newton-Kantorovich/pseudospectral Fourier/continuation numerical method; (iii) singular 
perturbation theory for two interacting solitons of almost identical phase speed; (iv) bifurcation and branch-switching 
methods; (v) the imbricate-soliton series. A number of new results for the FKDV equation are obtained including extensive 
numerical calculations of the spatially periodic solutions with one peak ("cnoidal wave") and two peaks ("bienoidal wave") 
per period, an analytical expression for the double-peaked soliton ("bion"), calculation of both the limit and bifurcation 
points for the bicnoidal wave, and finally the computation of accurate analytical approximations to the cnoidal wave for all 
amplitudes. More important, all of these analytical and numerical tools are highly effective for this equation in spite of the fact 
that it cannot be solved by the inverse scattering transform. Work now in progress will apply these methods to non-integrable 
equations in two space dimensions. 

1. Introduction 

The generalized Korteweg-deVries equation 

u ,  + u u  x - U x x x ~  x = 0 ["FKDV Eq.] (1.1) 

is a physical model (in the appropriate parameter 
range) for magneto-acoustic waves, gravity- 
capillary water waves, and waves in a nonlinear 
LC circuit with mutual inductance [13], but its 
greatest usefulness has been as a theoretical and 
numerical testbed for nonlinear waves. Although 
this equation, which we shall call the "Fifth° 
degree Korteweg-deVries" or "FKDV" for short, 
differs from the classical Korteweg-deVries only 
through the replacement of the third derivative by 
the fifth derivative, the different dispersion causes 
profound alterations in behavior. Unlike the KDV 
equation, the FKDV cannot be solved by the 
"inverse scattering" method; it is "non-integrable" 
in the jargon of wave theory, and it has a much 

richer phenomenology. In particular, the FKDV 
equation-  but not the K d V -  allows bound states 
of solitons ("bions"), chaos and loss of predict- 
ability, and the formation of solitary waves that 
oscillate in space or time or both. Fortunately, 
however, the FKDV equation has but a single 
space dimension and satisfies a similarity law (sec- 
tion 2) which makes it possible to investigate its 
solitary and cnoidal waves with great thorough- 
ness. Because of these dual virtues of simplicity 
and rich phenomenology, researchers like 
Nagashima and Kuwahara [9],  Imada [6], 
Yoshimura and Watanabe [13], and Gorshkov, 
Ostrovskii, and Papko [1-5] have previously 
studied this equation. 

The philosophy of this work is similar: to em- 
ploy the FKDV equation as a vehicle to illustrate 
and explore the usefulness of a variety of analyti- 
cal and numerical methods for attacking solitary 
and cnoidal waves. A note on terminology: we 
shall use "soliton" as a synonym for "solitary 
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wave" even though purists would restrict this term 
to solutions of "integrable" equations, and we 
shall similarly use "cnoidal" wave to describe the 
spatially periodic generalization of the soliton even 
though it is not generally possible to describe this 
wave in terms of the elliptic cosine function. We 
shall also restrict attention to steadily translating 

w a v e s - u ( x ,  t ) =  u ( x -  c 0 - o n  the spatially peri- 
odic domain x ~ [ - ~ r ,  ~r]. The FKDV equation 
simplifies to the ordinary differential equation 

(u  - c ) u x -  U x x x x x  = O, (1.2) 

where c is the phase speed and X = x - ct. When 
c = - 1 ,  u ( X )  -- a cos (X)  where the constant a is 
small; as the amplitude increases, the wave be- 
comes more and more narrow so that the solitary 
wave corresponds to the limit of an infinitely tall 
and infinitely narrow cnoidal wave. Section 2 is a 
briefing on the important properties of the solu- 
tions of (1.2). 

The main tools discussed below are the follow- 
ing: 

(i) Stokes' expansions/Pad6 approximants (sec- 
tion 3); 

(ii) N e w t o n -  K a n t o r o v i c h / p s e u d o s p e c t r a l -  
Fourier /continuat ion polyalgorithm and parame- 
ter exchange for limit points (section 4); 

(iii) perturbation theory for two interacting 
solitons (section 5); 

(iv) bifurcation and branch-switching methods 
(section 6); 

(v) "imbricate" series (section 7). 
The paper ends with a summary and prospec- 

tus. All the methods described above work well 
for this simple test problem, but  the real payoffs 
will come in extending them to solitary waves in 
two and three spatial dimensions. Section 8 will 
discuss the possibilities and the problems. 

2. The fifth-degree Korteweg-deVries 
equation: background 

This section reviews some basic properties of 
the F K D V  equation [6-8, 12, 13, 19]. It also 

explains some conventions and definitions that 
will be used in the rest of the article. 

Theorem 1. If u(x ,  t)  is a solution of the FKDV 
equation (1.1), then 

(a) v =- M +  u ( x -  Mt ,  t ) ,  (2.1) 

(b) w -  c u ( c l / 4 x ,  c t ) ,  (2.2) 

are also solutions where M and c are arbitrary 
constants. 

Proof.  Direct substitution into (1.1); one finds 
that the constants M and c simply cancel out. 
Part (b) has been used by Kawahara [8] and 
Nagashima and Kuwahara [9]. 

In words, (a) states that one can always add a 
constant to a solitary or cnoidal wave provided 
that one simultaneously adds the same constant to 
the phase  speed c. Because of this, the soliton and 
cnoidal wave are not uniquely specified until one 
adopts some convention. There are two obvious 
choices: 

=0  
(i) u(+_.) = 0  

(if X ~  [ -  o0, o0]), 

(if X ~  [-~r ,  ~r]), 

"soliton convention", (2.3) 

o r  

(ii) f ' ~ u  ( X, t)  d X = 0, "cnoidal convention", 

(2.4) 

where X(  =- x - ct)  is the moving coordinate. The 
first choice, (2.3), is the most natural for solitary 
waves since it implies that the soliton asymptotes 
to 0 at infinity. The second choice, (2.4), requires 
that the constant in the Fourier cosine series for 
the cnoidal wave equal 0. This is easy to impose 
by using a pseudospectral basis for u ( X )  that 
includes only cosines and omits the constant. Most 
numerical results will be given in the "cnoidal 
convention", but  it will sometimes be necessary to 
shift into the "soliton convention" to make accu- 
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rate comparisons with previous solitary wave 
calculations. 

The second part of the theorem, the "similarity 
law", is even more important because it implies 
that each soh~ton species can be described by a 
single, universal function containing no parame- 
ters. The universal function for the so l i ton - the  
soliton for unit phase speed -  is given in analytic 
form, derived via curve-fitting, by Nagashima and 
Kuwahara [9]. The soliton for arbitrary height, 
width, or speed can then be obtained by rescaling 
the Nagashima-Kuwahara  f ( X )  according to 
(2.2). The two-peaked soliton or "b ion"  can be 
described by a similar universal function which is 
computed here for the first time. 

For  the cnoidal wave, the imposition of finite 
boundary conditions introduces another parame- 
ter so that we must compute a one-parameter 

family of solutions. The similarity law (2.2) then 
implies that we can choose any period we wish to 
compute this one-parameter family since cnoidal 
waves periodic with different periods can always 
be computed from those of period 2~r by rescal- 
ing. 

It is obvious that a cnoidal wave with a period 
of 2~r/n where n is an integer also satisfies the 
condition u ( - ~ r ) =  u(~r), so there is actually a 
countable infinity of cnoidal waves on the interval 
X ~  [-~r ,  ~r] which can be labelled by n, the 
number  of peaks on the interval. In the limit of 
infinitesimal amplitude, the phase speed and ei- 
genfunction for each branch are [ c - - - - 1 ,  u ~- 
cos(X)] ,  [c = - 1 6 ,  u -- cos(2X)] . . . .  [c -- - n  4, u 
= c o s ( n X ) ] ,  etc. To understand the ordinary 

cnoidal wave (which tends to the single-peaked 
soliton in t he  limit of large amplitude), it suffices 
to compute only one of this infinity of discrete 
branches, and we will normally pick n = 1 -  one 
peak on each spatial interval. However, the bion 
and the corresponding bicnoidal wave emerge as 
subharmonic bifurcations of the n = 2 cnoidal 
wave (section 6), so it is necessary to consider this 
b r a n c h - w h i c h  is just the rescaling of the n = 1 
so lu t ion -  in order to understand the bifurcation. 

The final preliminary issue is this: how do we 
define the border  between the soliton and sine 

wave regimes? For  very large amplitude, the peaks 
of the cnoidal wave are narrow and overlap by 
only an exponentially small amount, so it is a 
good approximation to represent the wave as an 
" imbricate"  series of solitons, one soliton centered 
at X =  0, ___ 2rr, _+4~r . . . .  as in (7.2). (See section 7 
for further discussion). For very small amplitude, 
nonlinear effects are weak and the cnoidal wave is 
well approximated by an ordinary sinusoidal wave, 
which is the starting point for the "Stokes' expan- 
sion" of section 3. 

Fig. 1 is a graph of the exact cnoidal wave for 
a = 10 and the soliton and sine wave approxima- 
tions to it. Note  two conventions that will be used 
throughout the rest of this paper: (i) the phase of 
the wave is chosen so that it is symmetric about 
X = 0, so only half the interval need be graphed; 
and (ii) the amplitude a is defined to be the 
coefficient of cos (X)  in the Fourier expansion of 
the wave, not  the difference between the maximum 
and minimum of u(X) .  (This definition of "am- 
plitude" simplifies analysis of the Stokes' expan- 
sion and the exact numerical solutions discussed 

below.) 
The graph shows, as similarly found by Boyd 

[21] for the Korteweg-deVries equation, that there 
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Fig. 1. The cnoidal wave for a = 10 [solid line] is compared 
with v(X) =- acos(X) [dotted line] and with w(X) 
cf[cl/4X] - c [dashes I where f(X) is the soliton for unit phase 
speed and c ~ 7.181 is the phase speed in the "soliton" con- 
vention. Note that because all the waves (and approximations) 
are symmetric about X~ 0, only the positive half of the 
interval X~ [-~r, ~r] is shown in this graph and the figures 
below. 
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is a strong overlap between the sine wave and 
soliton regimes: both lowest order approximations 
agree well with the exact solution for a = 10. It 
follows that for intermediate a, the cnoidal wave 
can be legitimately regarded as either a soliton or 
a sine wave, whichever is more convenient. 

3. Stokes' expansions and Pad~ approximants 

When the amplitude is very small so that the 
nonlinearity can be neglected, the FKDV equation 
(1.2) has the approximate solution 

ux (X)=acos (X) ;  c0--- - 1 .  (3.1) 

In 1847, Sir G.G. Stokes showed that this ap- 
proximation can be improved by expanding both 
u(X) and the phase speed c in powers of the 
amplitude a where "amplitude" in this context 
means " the  coefficient of cos(X)".  Defining 

N N - 1  
u( X) = E u,( Xlai; c=- E c, ai, (3.2) 

i = l  i=0  

where N is the highest order to which the per- 
turbation expansion will be carried out, matching 
powers gives at each order 

Note that the cosine functions automatically and 
individually satisfy the boundary conditions of 
periodicity with period 2~r; it is only necessary to 
compute the coefficients of the Fourier expansion 

of f i(x),  

i 

f~( X) = ~'~ fij s in ( jX)  (3.6) 
j = l  

and then 

ugj = f , j [ j 5  _ j ] .  (3.7) 

Eq. (3.7) has no bounded solution unless fil --- 0 
for all i because the denominator in (3.7) is in- 
finite for j = 1. This reflects the fact that s in(X) is 
a homogeneous solution of (3.3), so the equation is 
not solvable unless the forcing is orthogonal to 
sin (X). Fortunately, the phase speed to this order, 
c~_ a, is still undetermined. (Note from (3.1) and 
(3.2) that the expansion for c starts with one lower 
power of a than that for u(x) so that at the ith 
order, the unknowns are always ui and c~_1). If 
we split the forcing into a part which is propor- 
tional to the phase speed correction and a part 
which is not, i.e. 

f i (  x ) = F , (  x ) + c i _ l u l . x ,  (3.8) 

- u , .  x, xxx - CoU,. x =Y, (x ) ,  (3.3) 
1 - I  

/i( X) = E c,-kUk,x(X) -- ½(d/dX)  
k = l  

× [uk(X)ui_k(X)].  (3.4) 

This same device is known by a variety of other 
names including the "Poincar~-Lindstedt" tech- 
nique, the "method  of strained coordinates", and 
so on [10]. 

By induction, one can prove that the exact 
solution to (3.3) is a finite Fourier cosine series: 

i 

u , (x )  = E u,jcos(jX). (3.5) 
j = l  

then since ut, x = sin(X), we can eliminate the 
otherwise unbounded j = 1 term in (3.6) by im- 
posing 

Ci_ 1 = - - E l l  [ " s o l v a b i l i t y  c o n d i t i o n " l ,  ( 3 . 9 )  

where F/1 is the coefficient of s in(X) in F/(x). 
The nonlinear terms in (3.4) can be easily con- 

verted from products of cosines into a Fourier 
series by using the familiar identity 

cos ( reX)cos  (nX) -- ½{ cos (Ira + n]X) 

+ cos ([m - niX)). (3.10) 

The one modest complication is that the absolute 
value in (3.10) makes it rather messy and confus- 
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ing to try to express the Fourier coefficients of 
F,(x) as an explicit formula. However, it is easy to 
describe them in terms of a computational proce- 
dure. 

As a check, the series were first computed to 
low order and verified using the algebraic manipu- 
lation language REDUCE by direct resubstitution 
of the series in the original differential equation. 
Table I gives the calculated series. 

Since REDUCE is roughly 100 to 1000 times 
slower than a numerical (as opposed to symbolic) 
calculation, the series was recomputed to higher 
order using BASIC. The 23 line program required 
less than 3 minutes on an IBM PC, even when run 
in interpreted mode, to calculate the Stokes' ex- 
pansion to l l t h  order [10th order in c]. The mo- 
ti,~e for using the most humble of languages on the 
most humble of microcomputers is to emphasize 
that Stokes' method is extremely simple and 
f a s t - and  can easily be extended to compute 
cnoidal waves in two or more spatial dimensions. 

The operation count is tP(N 4) where N is the 
highest perturbation order computed. At each 
order, we have a loop over k, the sum index in 
(3.4); to evaluate the nonlinear term, we must 
trace loops in the indices m and n, which mark 
the Fourier components of each of the two factors 
of u(x). Because the array of Fourier coefficients 
is lower triangular, i.e. 

u U=O i f i < j ,  (3.11) 

the indices m and n have upper bounds of i, so 
the work at each perturbation order is at most 
0(i3), and when i varies from 2 to N, the number 
of operations is therefore at most 0(N4). The 
operation count can be reduced to only 
O(N 3 log 2 N) by using the fast Fourier transform 
[20] to compute the Fourier series of the nonlinear 
terms. 

Naively, one might suppose that in two space 
dimensions, a similar expansion would require 
d g ( N 6 )  operations since the Fourier indices m and 
n must become four indices. However, by careful 
accumulation of partial sums as explained in 

Orszag [20], the operation count can be reduced to 
O(N 5) in two space dimensions and O(N 6) in 
three space dimensions even without the fast 
Fourier transform. 

Thus, Stokes' method- even if high order N is 
desired- is applicable to multi-dimensional prob- 
lems at modest cost. The major problem is that 
the perturbation series has only a finite radius of 
convergence. Fig. 2 compares the N = l l  ap- 
proximation for c with the exact phase speed. 
Agreement is good for a < 30, but the approxima- 
tion then rapidly diverges with higher a and is 
already double the true phase speed for a = 40. 

Fig. 1 has already shown, however, that even for 
a as small as 10, the cnoidal wave is closely 
approximated by a sum of evenly spaced solitons. 
Thus, the Stokes' series has indeed generated 
"solitons from sine waves" as promised in the title 
of the paper. 

This broad range of usefulness can be greatly 
extended via Pad6 approximants [14]. The [K, L] 
approximant is a rational function whose numera- 
tor is degree K with denominator of degree L. 
Without loss of generality, the constant in the 
denominator polynomial can be set equal to 1; 
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40- " ~  :' s" 
30- u 
2 0 -  

I o -  " /  

- I 0  ' I ' I ' ' i ' i ' I I ' 
0 , 0  2 0  310 410 5~)  6 0  7 0  8 0  9 0  , 0 0  

o (Amplitude) 

Fig. 2. Phase speed c for the cnoidal wave as a function of 
ampli tude a. The exact c is shown as the solid line, the Stokes' 
approximat ion through N = 10 is the dotted curve, and the [3, 
2] Pad6 approximant  formed from the Stokes' series is dashed. 
The two approximations are graphically indistinguishable from 
the exact c for a < 30, but  the Stokes' expansion is off the 
graph for a > 45. The Pad6 approximant  remains close to the 
true speed even for a as large as 100. 
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T a b l e  I 

S tokes  e x p a n s i o n s  for  the phase  speed c (in the " c n o i d a l  conven t ion"  (2.3)) and  for Four ie r  

cos ine  coefficients  % where  u ( X )  = E a j  cos  ( j X ) .  Fo r  brevi ty ,  resul ts  are l is ted on ly  th rough  7th 

o r d e r  (6 th  o rde r  in  c) a l though  values  th rough  N = 11 were used  to  generate  figs. 1-3 .  

a 0 a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 u6 u7 

c - 1  0 0.0083333 0 - 2 . 0 2 5 5 E - 6  0 1.4875E-9 0 

a 2 0.016666 0 - 5.7870E-6 0 4.2623E-9 0 

a 3 1.0416E-4 0 - 4 . 4 0 4 1 E - 8  0 3.2251E-11 

a 4 . . . . .  4.7658E-7 0 - 2.8757E-10 0 

a s - -  - -  1.7730E-9 0 - 1.3206E-12 

a 6 - -  - -  - -  5.8461E-12 0 

a 7 . . . .  1.7717E-14 

this leaves (K  + L + 1) undetermined coefficients 
which are chosen so that the Taylor series of the 
[K, L] approximant agrees with the Stokes' expan- 
sion through the first (K + L + 1) terms. The Pad6 
approximants of all orders can be calculated by 
solving sets of linear algebraic equations. Al- 
though the convergence theory for Pad6 ap- 
proximants has gaps, numerical experience and 
theoretical arguments suggest that if f(a) is 
well-behaved for all real a, its Pad6 approximant 
will converge along the whole real axis even if the 
power series from which it is formed has only a 
finite radius of convergence. 

Table I shows that the amplitude expansions for 
c and various Fourier coefficients of u(X) are in 
powers of the square of a rather than a itself, so 
we shall take y = a 2 as the variable in computing 
Pad6 approximants for c and each Fourier coeffi- 
cient. We also note that the coefficient of cos (jX) 
is O(aJ), s o - a f t e r  factoring out a J - w e  must 
resign ourselves to lower and lower order Pad6 
approximants as j increases. With N =  11, we 
have a maximum of six terms (including the con- 
stant) for c, so the highest approximant we can 
form is the [3, 2] in a 2. We can form [2, 2] 
approximants for the coefficients of cos(2X) and 
cos (3X), [1, 1] approximants for the coefficients of 
cos(4X) and cos(5X), and no useful approxi- 
mants for the higher Fourier terms, which we 
simply drop. 

Nonetheless, fig. 2 shows that the [3, 2] Pad6 
approximant to c has triple the range of accuracy 

of the N = 11 perturbation series. We chose the [3, 
2] approximant rather than some other because 
one can show from the similarity law (2.1) that 
c -  d)(a 4/3) for large a: the [3, 2] approximant 
grows too fast [0(a2)] while the [2, 2] grows too 
slowly. In point of fact, one finds that these two 
approximants tend to bracket the correct answer, 
which is lower than the [3, 2] value by about 1 /3  
the difference between the [3, 2] and [2, 2] ap- 
proximants. 

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the exact and approxi- 
mate u(X) where the latter used Pad6 approxi- 
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x~' ~X~,x~x~y~_=.x~X~X~X~x- 

-40 . i , . . . . .  i • 
0 0.3~4 '0.942 '4.571 ' 2.199' ' 2.827 

X 

o : 5 0  

Fig.  3. C o m p a n s o n  of the exact  cnoida l  wave u(X) wi th  the 
bes t  Pad6  a p p r o x i m a n t  to i t  for a = 50. The  ma thema t i ca l  form 
of  the Pad6 a p p r o x i m a n t  is given in  the text,  bu t  i t  was  
cons t ruc t ed  sole ly  f rom the terms th rough  N = 11 in the Stokes '  
expans ion .  The  exact  so lu t ion  is shown as a solid fine and  the 
a p p r o x i m a t i o n  as a dashed  l ine wi th  c r o s s e s - b u t  because  

the two  curves  agree  to  wi th in  the th ickness  of the curve, on ly  

the crosses  are  visible.  
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the exact cnoidal wave with the best 
Pad6 approximant for a = 100. As in fig. 4, the exact wave is 
the solid curve and the approximation is a dashed line with 
crosses. 

mants for the coefficients of cos(2X)  through 
cos(5X)  as explained above. For  a = 50-ou t s ide  
the radius of convergence of the unmodified power 
s e r i e s - t he  Pad6 approximation to u ( X )  is in- 
distinguishable from the exact solution to within 
the thickness of the curve. For a = 100, the error 
is noticeable but  still small. As noted in Section 2, 
even a = 10 is nearer to the pure soliton than to 
the linear cosine wave, so the success shown in fig. 
4 for an amplitude 10 times larger is rather im- 
pressive. 

Thus, the conclusion is that Stokes' series - even 
without conversion into Pad~ approximants- i s  
not merely a small amplitude expansion (though 
this is how it is formally justified). Rather, the 
Stokes ' -Pad~ approximants are a powerful way to 
extrapolate from the linear, small amplitude reg- 
ime well into the soliton regime, justifying the title 
of this article: "Solitons from sine waves". 

4. The Newton-Kantorovich/pseudospectral  
Fourier/continuation polyalgorithm 

and solitary waves, and the three algorithms that 
are used are all familiar and well-tested ideas. Our 
problem is 

- U x x x x  x - cu  x + uu x = 0, (4.1) 

u(cr)  = u ( - I t ) .  (4.2) 

Because this is nonlinear, the phase speed c is not 
a discrete eigenvalue, as for a linear wave prob- 
lem, but rather is a continuous parameter. As c is 
varied, the wave will adjust its amplitude accord- 
ingly. 

As noted by Norton [24] and earlier and more 
abstractly by Kantorovich [25], one can apply 
Newton's  method directly to a nonlinear differen- 
tial equation to reduce it to a sequence of l inear  

differential equations. If we now write 

u = u , ( X )  + A ( X )  (4.3) 

and define the linear operator L via, for any A, 

L A  = - A x x x x x  -- cA x + u k A  x + Uk, X A , (4.4) 

then direct substitution into (4.1) gives, without 
approximation, 

L A  = - L u  k - A A  x + UkUk, X. (4.5) 

If uk(X)  is a known approximate solution to (4.1) 
so that A(X)<<  1, we can neglect the quadratic 
A A  x term in (4.4) so that it becomes a linear 
equation to compute the correction A ( X ) .  Each 
Newton-Kantorovich  iteration consists of solving 

L A k  = -- L U k  + UkUk, X (4.6) 

followed by the replacement of u k ( X  ) by the 
improved guess 

Uk÷ 1 = U k + A k. (4.7) 

4.1. N e w t o n - K a n t o r o v i c h  m e t h o d  

Despite this section's formidable title, it is actu- 
ally quite easy to numerically compute the cnoidal 

Since this iteration, like Newton's method for 
solving an algebraic equation, is based on lineari- 
zation, it is usually called the " N e w t o n -  
Kantorovich" method. The name of the Russian 
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mathematician is included in the title of the al- 
gorithm as a reminder that we are using the Taylor 
expansion of a functional rather than a function, 
and A is not merely a numerical correction, but a 
function of X. 

There are two technical problems: (i) obtaining 
a sufficiently good first guess for u(X) so that the 
iteration converges, which will be done via the 
continuation method described in the third sub- 
section below; and (ii) zero eigenvalues of the 
operator L. As the parameter c is varied, the 
eigenvalues of L will vary, too, and one or more 
may cross zero for a particular value of c. These 
isolated zero eigenvalues are either limit points, 
explained in subsection (iv) below, or bifurcation 
points, which are discussed in section 6. 

In addition, L has two eigenfunctions with zero 
eigenvalue for any c because of continuous sym- 
metries of (4.1) and (4.2). The first is translational 
invariance: if u(X; c) is a solution, then so is 
u(X + #,; c) for any constant ~. This implies that 
e l ( X ) - u  x is a eigenfunction of L with zero 
eigenvahie. We can suppress translational freedom 
by imposing d u / d X =  0 at X=  0. For this par- 
ticular problem, the sohton and cnoidal wave are 
symmetric about their maxima, so an equivalent 
alternative is to impose symmetry with respect to 
X = 0 on the numerical solution. 

The second is a consequence of theorem la  of 
section 2: because it is possible to alter the phase 
speed of a solution by simultaneously adding a 
constant to both c and u(X), L must also have 
the eigenfunction 

e2( X )-- - 1  + Ou( X; c)/Oc, (4.8) 

the solution as a Fourier series, 

N 

a ( X )  = Y'~ djcos(jX),  (4.9) 
n = l  

where N is the chosen truncation. This numerical 
method also makes it easy to impose the condi- 
tions that eliminate the two null eigenvalues of L. 
By including only cosines in the basis, we force 
the numerical solution to be symmetric about the 
origin: this suppresses the translational degree of 
freedom. Eliminating the constant from the Four- 
ier series imposes the "cnoidal convention" (2.4). 
With a slight change of basis, the same combina- 
tion of algorithms can be applied to compute the 
soliton on X ~  [ -oo,  oo] as explained in Boyd 
[17]. 

The "pseudospectral" method, also known as 
"orthogonal collocation", obtains a set of linear 
algebraic equations to determine the dj by sub- 
stituting the Fourier series into the differential 
equation and then demanding that the differential 
equation be exactly satisfied at each of the N 
"collocation" or "interpolation" points 

X i= ~r(2i- 1 ) / (2N) ,  i =  1,2 . . . . .  N. (4.10) 

The justification for the pseudospectral method is 
given in Boyd [15] and the monograph by Gottlieb 
and Orszag [16]; here, we will merely note that the 
algorithm gives roughly the same accuracy as the 
older Galerkin's method (unless N <  3) but is 
much easier to program and saves an extra com- 
putational loop. Thus, at each pass of the Newton's 
iteration, we must solve the linear matrix equation 

Ad = f ,  (4.11) 

where u(X; c) is the cnoidal wave. We can sup- 
press this linear eigenfunction by applying either 
of the two conventions (2.3) or (2.4). 

4.2. Fourier pseudospectral method 

Since the boundary conditions are periodic, the 
most efficient way to solve (4.6) is by expanding 

where the matrix elements are given by 

A,j =- L cos ( jX) lx :x ,  (4.12) 

= ( js - - j fuk(X, ) - -c]}  sin (jX~) 

+ Uk, x(Xi) cos (jX,), (4.13) 

= - ( 

+[Uk(X~)--C]Uk,x(Xi) ) (4.14) 
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Table II 

The Fourier cosine coefficients a i of the cnoidal wave for 
a ~ 100 

j aj 

1 100.0 
2 70.85 
3 32.17 
4 9.913 
5 2.479 
6 0.5511 
7 0.1128 
8 0.0218 
9 0.0043 

10 0.0007 

and where the elements of the column vector d in 
(4.11) are the Fourier cosine coefficients of the 
correction A(X).  Given a good first guess for the 
Fourier coefficients, one must merely solve (4.9) 
repeatedly-an  N X N matrix equation at each 
iteration - until the norm of d is sufficiently small. 

Table II shows the Fourier coefficients of u(X)  
for a = 100, which is far into the sohton regime as 
can be seen from fig. 4. As explained in [15] and 
[16], the geometric decrease of the Fourier coeffi- 
cients with j is a general property of pseudospec- 
tral solutions. One can prove that for a smooth 
function, the error will decrease exponentially fast 
with N. Taking N = 6 gave an accuracy of 1% or 
better for all a _< 100. 

4.3. Continuation method 

There are still two remaining difficulties, alas. 
The first is inherent in the phrase "given a good 
first guess"; like any Newton iteration, (4.9) will 
not converge unless the initial iterate is reasonably 
close to the true solution. The remedy is the 
so-called "continuat ion" method. The idea i s  to 
begin with a known solution, which in this case is 
the limit of very small amplitude, u (X)  = a cos (X)  
and c = - 1 ,  and use this as a first guess for c 
close to - 1 .  After the solution has been obtained 
for (let us say) c = -0 .9 ,  one can use u(X; c = 
- 0 . 9 )  as a first guess for u(X; c= -0 .8) ,  which 
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2oi 

-I 6 -I 5 -I 4 
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-17 -¢3 

Fig. 5. Amplitude a (defined to be the coefficient of cos (X) 
in the Fourier expansion of u(X)) for the bicnoidal wave as a 
function of phase speed. The graph for negative a [not shown] 
is the reflection of the graph for positive a with respect to the 
c-axis. 

provides a first guess for c = -0 .7 ,  and so it goes. 
(One can equally well march in the amplitude a, 
which we define to be the coefficient of cos(X),  
and take c as one of the unknowns, but the 
exposition is easier if we assume that we are 
marching in small steps in the phase speed c). 
Once two points have been computed, better first 
guesses can be obtained by the linear extrapola- 
tion 

aj(c o + 8c)=aj(Co) + [aj(Co)-aj(co-6C)], 
(4.15) 

where 6c is the step size; some researchers have 
used more sophisticated extrapolation schemes. 
There is no rigorous theory for picking the step 
size, but common sense works fairly well: if the 
iteration diverges, try again with smaller 6c; if the 
solution for the next value of c is very close to 
that just computed, try a larger stepsize in c. 

4.4. Pseudo-arclength continuation, limit points and 
parameter exchange 

Fig. 5 illustrates the Fourier coefficient a x as a 
function of the phase speed c for the bicnoidal 
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wave. When c is the continuation parameter, a 
limit point is defined to be a place such that 

Ou/Oc ~ oo as c ~ cti~t- (4.16) 

Equivalently, it is a point where two branches of 
the solution smoothly merge. The bicnoidal wave 
has limit points at c = -15.195 and c = -16.88. 

The standard remedy for a limit point is the 
"pseudo-arclength continuation" method devel- 
oped by H. B. Keller and his collaborators [18]. 
The marching parameter becomes an approxima- 
tion to the arclength s and the size of the matrix 
system is increased by one because c is now 
computed as a function of arclength along with all 
the Fourier  coefficients. Keller's technique 
smoothly turned the corner at c = -16.88 and it 
was not necessary to decrease the step size in 
pseudo-arclength as the limit point was ap- 
proached. 

We omit a detailed discussion here because (i) 
the theoretical background is thoroughly ex- 
plained in [18] and other articles it references and 
(ii) it is unnecessary for this problem. If we look at 
Fig. 5 carefully, we note that although a(c) is 
double-valued, the phase speed is a single-valued 
function of the amplitude a. It follows that we can 
avoid limit points altogether by the method of 
"parameter  exchange", that is, taking a (=  the 
first Fourier coefficient, al) as the known parame- 
ter and solving for the phase speed c and for the 
higher Fourier coefficients of u(X) as the un- 
knowns. 

To apply the Newton-Kantorovich iteration, 
we write 

c = c k + 8c k, (4.17) 

redefine the correction A(x) in (4.3) to be 

N 

A( X)  = ~., d j cos ( jX )  (4.18) 
j = 2  

which differs from (4.9) only in the lower index of 
summation (now 2 instead of 1) and redefine the 

operator L in (4.4) by replacing c by c k. The 
iteration becomes 

L A  k - ~CkUk, X = -- LUk  q" Ukllk,  X" (4.19) 

Applying the standard pseudospectral condition 
that (4.19) be satisfied at the N interpolation 
points given by (4.10) converts it into an N × N 
matrix problem for the unknowns. 

All the calculations reported in this article were 
done in interpreted BASIC on an IBM PC in less 
than an hour of CPU time. Again, the point of 
using a slow microcomputer and an inefficient 
language is to emphasize that the four algorithms 
combined here are cheap and efficient. What can 
be done so quickly on a little computer in one 
dimension will be an inexpensive calculation on a 
"real"  computer even in two dimensions. 

5. Solitons as particles: the Gorshkov- 
Ostrovskii-Papko theory of the bion 

We have seen in section 3 that it is easy to 
construct a perturbation theory for nonlinear 
waves for small amplitude, but it is very difficult 
to obtain any analytical results when the am- 
plitude is large and nonlinear effects must be 
somehow included even in the zeroth-order ap- 
proximation. The Russian scientists Gorshkov, 
Ostrovskii, and Papko [1-5], however, have shown 
and discussed one exception: a perturbation the- 
ory for interacting solitary waves that are travel- 
ling at approximately the same speed. 

One inspiration for their study was P. Lax's [26] 
investigation of the collision of two solitons of the 
Korteweg-deVries equation. Lax showed that 
when the ratio of soliton velocities is less than 
2.618, the two solitons approach one another and 
exchange roles-  the leading soliton, which is the 
smaller of the two before the collision, grows in 
amplitude during the interaction and is the larger 
as t---> o 0 - b u t  the two peaks separate without 
merging. The distance between the peaks is never 
less than some minimum separation. When the 
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relative velocity of the two solitons is sufficiently 
small, the peaks remain so far apart that the 
mutual interaction of the two solitons remains 
small in comparison to their self-interaction at all 
times - and thus can be treated as a tiny perturba- 
tion to a pair of independent, isolated, noninter- 
acting solitons. The key assumption is that 

c I - c 2 << 1. (5.1) 

The most dramatic effect of the soliton collision 
is the exchange of energy between the two pulses. 
It is true for both the ordinary Kortweg-deVries 
equation and the FKDV equation that the phase 
velocity of a soliton completely determines its 
wid th  and  ampli tude.  Consequent ly ,  the 
paramount goal is to determine how c 1 and c 2 
vary with time. As long as the two solitons remain 
far apart (as guaranteed by (5.1)), the shapes of 
the two peaks will closely resemble those of 
Korteweg-deVries or FKDV solitons with the 
phase speed determining all other quantities. 

The slow variations of c~ and c 2 with time can 
be found by applying a singular perturbation tech- 
nique known as the "method of multiple scales" 
[10]. We assume that Cl and c 2, instead of being 
constants, are functions of the "slow" time vari- 
able • where 

r = , t ,  (5.2) 

where ~ << 1 is some nondimensional measure of 
the mutual interaction of the two solitons. Defin- 
ing f ( X )  to represent the FKDV soliton for unit 
phase speed in the soliton convention, we further 
assume 

u(x, t) = Xl) + V2( x2) 

+c [Ax(Xx) + A2(X2) + q(x, t)], 
(5.3) 

U i = - c i ( r ) f [ c i ( , ) l / 4 X i ] ,  i =  1,2, (5.4) 

/" X , - x -  c,( ' r ' )  d r ' ,  i =  1,2. (5.5) 

The integrals over ~" in (5.5) allow for the accumu- 
lation of phase variations as c 1 and c 2 vary with 
time; they are analogous to the phase integrals of 
the WKB approximation. 

Let us now focus upon the neighborhood of the 
soliton labeled "1". At zeroth order, we see from 
(5.3) that 

- U1,  x x x x x  - C l U , ,  x + u , u ~ ,  x = O, (5.6) 

where we have written X as a shorthand for X~, 
which implies that to zeroth order, each soliton is 
isolated and independent, and the slow time vari- 
able r appears only as a parameter. 

At first order in c, we have 

--A1, xxxx  X - c l A 1 , X +  [ U1 A1 ] x = H( X) ,  (5.7) 

where 

n(x) = - { v l , ,  + [v lv2]  x } .  (5.8) 

It is only at this order that the slow time deriva- 
tive appears, and then only operating on the zeroth 
order solution. The solvability condition for (5.7) 
will in fact determine how 1-11 and therefore c 1 
varies with ~. However, before we proceed to 
compute this ~r-dependence, we need to discuss 
some additional approximations that are implicit 
in (5.7)-(5.8). 

The first is that we assume that everything in 
the neighborhood of the first soliton is a function 
only of X1; we again omit the subscript in writing 
(5.7) and (5.8). In reality, i t  is known [12] that two 
colliding FKDV solitons lose a little energy to a 
dispersive wave t ra in-  the term q(x,  t) in (5.3)- 
and therefore are a bit smaller after the collision 
than before. When the solitons always remain far 
apart, however, this "scattering" or "dispersive" 
loss is small in comparison to the amplitude of the 
solitons, and thus can be legitimately neglected to 
lowest order. 

The second problem is that U 2 is actually a 
function of X 2 rather than X v However, since 
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C, ~ C2, 

X2= X t -  s(v)  + O(e ), (5.9) 

where s(z)  is the separation between the two 
solitons. Thus, 

u,(xl)u2(x2) = Ul(X0 

x v 2 ( x ,  + 0(,)] (5.10) 

and the approximation is uniform with time pro- 
vided that we allow the separation s(~') to vary 
slowly with time. Another way of putting it is that 
we can legitimately replace Cl and c 2 by a com- 
mon value c everywhere except where these phase 
speeds are differentiated. 

The solvability condition for (5.7) is that the 
inhomogeneous term, H(X),  must be orthogonal 
to the discrete eigensolutions of the adjoint of the 
linear operator on the left-hand side of the equa- 
tion. McLaughlin and Scott [22] and Keener and 
McLaughlin [23] exploit similar conditions to ob- 
tain ordinary differential equations in time to de- 
scribe the slow variations of sine-Gordon solitons. 
We can understand the need for this condition by 
recalling that the adjoint of an operator L is that 
operator L* such that for any functions v and w 
which satisfy the specified boundary conditions, 

(v,  Lw> = < L*v,w> (5.11) 

where 

<a ,b>  =- .(x)b(X)dX (5.12) 
o o  

for any functions a(X) and b(X) and the 
boundary conditions are that v(X)  and w(X) 
decay exponentially as I XI ~ oo. Repeated in- 
tegration-by-parts of (5.11) shows that 

L*v -~ - ( -Vxxxx  x -  ClVx+ Ulvx} = O. (5.13) 

Comparing (5.13) with (5.6), we see that UI(X) is 
in fact a discrete solution of L*v = 0. Thus, we 

must have 

(U1, H> = 0 ["solvability condition"] (5.14) 

for (5.7) to have a bounded solution. The necessity 
for (5.14) follows trivially from (5.11), the defini- 
tion o f  the adjoint: if we let v = U1 and w = Zi 1, 
then L'U1 = 0 implies (L*Ux, w) = 0, which 
means (U a, Lw) = <U1, H )  = O, which is just 
(5.14). 

By integrating the interaction term by parts 
(twice), we can rewrite (5.14) as 

<u'>, = - <u( x # [ u (  x -  (5.15) 

where, since c 1 --- c2, we have replaced U2(X-  s) 
by U I ( X - s ) ,  and then dropped the subscripts. 
Eq. (5.15) is the "holy grail" of the perturbation 
theory since it gives the slow time dependence 
induced in the solitons due to their mutual inter- 
action; more general perturbations can be handled 
along the same lines, as in [22] and [23], by 
replacing the r.h.s, by something different. (Eq. (6) 
of [1] is identical except for a typographical error, 
the omission of the exponent "2"  on the r.h.s.) 

Since the integrals in (5.15) can be rescaled to 
unit phase speed by using the similarity law (2.2), 
the only significant parameter in (5.15) is s, the 
separation between the two solitons. Nagashima 
and Kuwahara [9] have given an analytical form 
for f (x ) ,  the soliton for c = 1, as 

f ( X )  = 2.65758756 exp ( - 0.16 X 2) 

× [1.000794208 - 0.006761592432 X 2 

- 0.001355732644 X 4 + 2.520234609 

X 10 -5 X 6 

-4.782592684 × 10 -6 X8]. (5.16) 

Using (5.16) and (2.2) in (5.15) gives, replacing ~- 
by t, 

[ Cx It = - 0.02682[ c 119/41(S), (5.17) 
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where 

S - c X / 4 s ,  (5.18) 

I ( S ) =  f _ ~ f 2 ( X ) [ f ( X - S ) ] s d X .  (5.19) 

We have suppressed the subscript on c in (5.18) 
because the analysis may be repeated for the other 
soliton to obtain an equation identical to (5.17) 
for [cl] t except for an overall minus sign. The 
magnitude of c, which is what appears in the 
definition of the rescaled separation S, is the same 
for both solitons (to lowest order!), but their time 
rate of change is equal and opposite. The minus 
sign in (5.10) implies (if we adopt the obvious 
convention of positive separation s) that the "2" 
soliton is leading the "1" soliton, so (5.17) de- 
scribes the deacceleration of the trailing soliton. 

Since s t = c 2 - c x ,  it follows by differentiation 
with respect to t that 

s ,  = 0.05364c9/4I( cl/4s ), (5.20) 

which can be put in the form of Newton's equa- 
tion in mechanics with a potential energy V(s)  by 
writing 

s,, = - d V ( s ) / d s ,  (5.21) 

where the potential energy function is 

V ( s )  =- 0.05364c 2 ( X ) f ( X -  c l /4s )dX .  

(5.22) 

Since the time variations in the phase speeds are 
assumed to be  d~(c) in comparison to the phase 
speeds, we can take c to be constant and equal to 
the average of the velocities of the two solitons 
when they are infinitely far apart. Gorshkov, 
Ostrovskii, and Papko [1] derive an equation simi- 
lar to (5.22) except that they use an asymptotic 
approximation to f ( X - c l / 4 s )  to obtain an ana- 
lyric approximation to V(s); we numerically in- 
tegrated (5.22) without approximation to avoid 
any error except that which is intrinsic to the 
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Fig. 6. The potential energy V(s) for the interaction of two 
nearly-identical solitons in the Gorshkov-Ostrovskii-Papko 
theory. Here, s is the separation distance between the two 
peaks and the mathematical form of V(s) is given by (5.22). 
The graph is for unit phase speed; V(s) for general c can be 
obtained merely by resealing the axes of this figure. 

singular perturbation theory. Fig. 6 shows V(s)  
for c = 1; the potential energy for all other c is of 
the same shape and can be obtained by rescaling 
according to (5.22). 

The most striking feature of Fig. 5 is the large 
energy minimum centered at a soliton separation 
of s = 6.3895 (for c = 1). What this implies is that 
the ineraction between the two solitons is attrac- 
tive rather than repulsive when the distance 
between them is greater than 5.33. An initial con- 
dition of two identical solitons separated by s > 
5.33 (where the potential energy dips below its 
asymptotic (s--, oo) value) will generate a bound 
state of solitons in which the two peaks oscillate 
about the minimum in the potential energy. Many 
soliton equations, including some that can be 
solved via inverse scattering methods like the 
sine-Gordon equation, have such oscillating bound 
states, which are usually called "breathers". FKDV 
breathers have been previously seen by Nagashima 
and Kuwahara [12] and Yoshimura and Watanabe 
[13] in numerical integrations and by Gorshkov, 
Ostrovskii, and Papko [1] in experiments with 
electrical circuits. 

When the separation between the two solitons is 
exactly s = 6.3895, the perturbation theory pre- 
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Fig. 7. The numerically computed bion (steadily-translating, 
double-peaked solitary wave) [solid line] is compared with the 
prediction of the Gorshkov-Ost rovski i -Papko theory [dashed 
curve], which is the sum of two ordinary solitons separated by 
the distance s which gives the min imum of the potential 
energy funct ion graphed in fig. 6. 

dicts that the two solitons will neither repel nor 
attract, but will be frozen at that position forever. 
Since this particular bound state of solitons does 
not "breathe"  (i.e. oscillate), we will refer to it as 
the bion. This and its spatially period generaliza- 
tion, the "bicnoidal" wave, were computed by the 
same numerical methods as for the ordinary 
cnoidal wave. 

Fig. 7 compares the exact bion with the su- 
perposition of two solitons separated by s = 
6.3895. The agreement is very good: a tinging 
endorsement for perturbation theory. The actual 
separation of the two peaks of the bion is 6.654, a 
difference of only  4%. The maximum of the ab- 
solute error of u ( X )  is less than 6% of the maxi- 
mum of the bion. 

It must be admitted that the perturbation the- 
ory would not do as well for soliton collisions. 
There is no scattering for the stationary bion, and 
since the velocities of its two components are 
exactly equal and independent of time, there is no 
error in replacing cx(t) and c2(t) by their asymp- 
totic average, either. However, Gorshkov, 
Ostrovskii, and Papko [1] show that their method 
gives the exac t  phase shift for the collision of two 
solitons of the Korteweg-deVries equation, so it is 

Table III 
An analytical expression for the bion (double-peaked, steadily 
translating solitary wave) of the FKDV equation. The ap- 
proximation, with c being the phase speed in the "soliton" 
convention, is 

14 

u(S)=(c/445.976) ~ ajcos(jY), IYI <~r 
j so  

=0, {YI >~r, 
where Y ~ cl/4X/4.5954 and where the coeflicients aj are 

n aj 

0 345.976 
1 5O8.823 
2 90.514 
3 - 221.847 
4 - 232.398 
5 - 101.904 
6 - 15.940 
7 7.513 
8 6.346 
9 2.355 

10 0.446 
11 - 0.036 
12 - 0.061 
13 - 0,026 
14 - 0.005 

clear that their theory is useful for time-dependent 
soliton interactions as well. 

The same authors point out that the formation 
of bound states is possible only when the solitons 
oscillate as IXl ~ oo. This is obvious from (5.22): 
the integral that defines the potential energy is 
positive definite unless the soliton profile f ( X )  

changes sign. As ISl---, oo, the asymptotic decay 
of the soliton reduces the FKDV equation to the 
l inear equation - U x x x x  x -  CU x = O, which im- 
p l i e s  u ( X )  ~ M exp  ( -  0 . 7 0 7 c t / 4 { X I )  

sin(O.7OTcl/4lX{ + 4 )  for some constants M and 
4- This further implies that V(s )  is oscillatory and 
has an infinite number of potential valleys. Fig. 7 
shows, however, that only the first minimum is 
significant; in a real physical system, it would be 
extremely ditticult to observe bions whose equi- 
librium separation was determined by the second 
or higher troughs in V(s) .  Consequently, only the 
bion associated with the first minimum is com- 
puted here. 
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6. Bifurcation: branching of the bicnoidal wave 
from the cnoidal wave 

Each Newton's iteration requires solving an in- 
homogeneous linear differential equation of the 
form 

- A x x x x x - c A x +  (U[X]A)x=F(X) ,  (6.1) 

where U(X) is the result of the previous iterate 
and A(X) is the correction. In discretized form, 
this becomes the linear matrix equation Ad =f  as 
in (4.11) and the solution can be formally written 
in terms of the eigenvectors of the matrix A as 

N 

d =  E [ FJ)~j] ej, (6.2) 
j = l  

where Aej = Xjej with Fj = ( f ,  ej) where the 
parentheses denotes the usual matrix inner prod- 
uct. 

The eigenvector decomposition (6.2) shows that 
the iteration equation is always soluble unless one 
of the eigenvalues is equal to 0, which happens at 
both bifurcation points and limit points. As a 
convention and without loss of generality, we will 
number the eigenvectors so that the one which 
goes to 0 at the singular point is j = 1. If F 1 ~ 0, 
then the singular point is a limit point since (6.2) 
shows that even slight changes in F(X)-equiv- 
alently, slight changes in c-produces  enormous 
changes in the correction A(X) when ),j << 1. At 
the singular point itself, da/dc = oo. 

On the other hand, if F 1 = 0, then neither da/dc 
nor any of the derivatives of Fourier coefficients 
with respect to the parameter c are forced to blow 
up. The solution, can be smoothly continued right 
through the singular point. The rub is that the 
existence of an eigenfunction with zero eigenvalue 
implies that this smooth solution is no longer 
unique: we can add an arbitrary multiple of e x to 
the particular solution given by (6.2), and (6.1) is 
still satisfied. This nonuniqueness implies that this 
point in parameter space where h I = 0 is a bifur- 
cation point: another independent solution 
branches off that given by (6.2). 

The eigenfunction e I is important because a 
small multiple of e I can be added to the particular 
solution (6.2) [which is the primary branch] to 
obtain a good first guess for switching the con- 
tinuation method onto the secondary branch. It 
indicates (in the N-dimensional space of Fourier 
coefficients) the direction of the secondary branch 
when it leaves the primary branch. 

The bicnoidal wave of the FKDV equation, 
which becomes the bion for large amplitude, is a 
secondary branch emerging from a bifurcation 
point of the ordinary cnoidal wave. The bifurca- 
tion is subharmonic, which is a fancy way of 
saying that the bicnoidal wave has a spatial period 
which is twice that of the cnoidal wave from 
which it branches. The bicnoidal wave has two 
peaks on each spatial period, so it can only branch 
from an ordinary cnoidal wave which also has two 
peaks on X ~  [-~r, ~r]. 

If we choose the spatial period of the bion to be 
2~r, then it branches from the "n = 2" cnoidal 
wave discussed in section 2. This is simply the 
cnoidal wave of period of 2rr rescaled so as to 
have a period of ~r. This period-~r cnoidal wave 
then has c = - 16 in the limit a ~ 0, and a for the 
cnoidal wave must now be reinterpreted as the 
second Fourier coefficient a 2 since the Fourier 
expansion of the cnoidal wave of period ~r in- 
volves only cos (2 X), cos (4X), cos (6X) . . . . .  

Fig. 8 shows both the cnoidal wave of period ~r 
and its linear eigenfunction of zero eigenvalue at 
the bifurcation point a 2 = -39.37. (Reversing the 
sign of a 2 shifts the peaks of u(X) by ~r/2, but is 
otherwise irrelevant.) When the arbitrary multi- 
plier of the eigenfunction e l (X ) is chosen so that 
a 1 > 0, adding el(x ) to the cnoidal wave shifts the 
peaks at X--  _+ , r /2  towards the origin. Simulta- 
neously, the trough at the origin is partly filled in 
while those at X =  :t:~r become deeper. These 
trends continue when we follow the bicnoidal 
wave away from the bifurcation: for large ampli- 
tude, the bicnoidal wave becomes the b i o n -  two 
tall, narrow peaks close to the origin. The filling-in 
of the trough at X =  0 is consistent with the 
overlap of the bion's two peaks. 
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Fig. 8. The solid curve shows the cnoidal wave (of period ~r) 
at that amplitude where the bicnoidal wave bifurcates from it. 
The dashed line is the eigenfunction of zero eigenvalue of the 
linearized FKDV equation, which shows how the bicnoidal 
wave differs from the cnoidal in the neighborhood of the 
bifurcation point. 

It is possible to combine a running check for 
bifurcation with the continuation method at little 
extra cost. The method is to replace the column 
vector f in (4.11) by an arbitrary vector r such 
that (r ,  el)  4:0 and then solve for a column vector 
we will denote d r. Then Ildrll/llrll ~ oo as we 
approach the bifurcation. This step is cheap be- 
cause we already must factorize the pseudospec- 
tral matrix in order to compute the correction to 
u (X) ,  so computing dr requires only a backsolve. 
This is equivalent to calculating an eigenfunction 
of zero eigenvalue by inverse iteration [27]. Near 
the bifurcation, dr will be proportional to ex. This 
in turn allows us to switch onto the secondary 
branch by adding a small mialtiple of this eigen- 
function to u ( X )  on the primary branch. 

7. "Imbricate" series and the cnoidal wave 

As noted in the introduction, a simple-minded 
approximation for the large amplitude cnoidal 
wave is a series of identical solitons spaced a 
distance of 2~r apart. For large amplitude, the 
peaks of the cnoidal wave are narrow and decay 
exponentially, so the overlap of adjacent peaks is 

small. Since the solitons are exact solutions of the 
equation, it follows that such a series approxi- 
mates the cnoidal wave with an exponentially 
small error proportional to the soliton-soliton 
overlap. 

This much is obvious. What is not so obvious is 
that any Fourier series can in fact be represented 
by a series of this same form for some appropriate 
pat tern function A(x), regardless of whether the 
Fourier series has any connection with nonlinear 
waves or not. Such series are discussed in [17] 
where they are named "imbricate" series after an 
obsolete adjective that means " t o  overlap like a 
pattern of tiles". The basic result is the following. 

Theorem. Let 

u ( X )  =- ~,, a (n)e  i"x. (7.1) 
71 ~ - - 0 0  

Then u(X) also has the exact "imbricate" series 
representation 

u(X) = (2rt)  1/2 ~_, A(X- 2¢rm), (7.2) 
m ~ - - 0 0  

where the "pa t te rn"  function A(X)  is the Fourier 
transform of the function a(n) that gives the 
coefficients of the ordinary Fourier series: 

A(X)=(2cr)- l /2f~_ a(n)ei"Xdn. (7.3) 

The proof [17] is a trivial application of the 
Poisson summation formula. The imbricate series 
for a given u(X) is not unique because there 
exists an infinity of continuous functions a(n) 
which interpolate to the coefficients of the Fourier 
series. Knowledge of the pattern function A(X),  
however, does uniquely determine the coefficients 
of the Fourier series and u(X). 

For cnoidal waves, the obvious zeroth order 
approximation is to choose the pattern function 
A(x)  to be the isolated soliton on the interval 
X ~ [ - o o , ~ ] .  In 1975, however, M. Toda [19] 
proved the remarkable theorem-undiscovered in 
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the 80 years  since the cnoidal wave solution was 

first given in 1 8 9 5 -  that the " imbr ica te"  series of  

evenly spaced solitons is an exact solution for the 

Kor t eweg-deVr i e s  equation for all amplitudes, 
even when thb cnoidal wave differs little f rom a 

cosine wave and  the soliton peaks are much wider 

than the per iod of  the wave. (The phase speed, 
however,  is no t  exactly equal to that of  the soli- 

tons in the series and must  be calculated as in 

[21].) 

Boyd  [29] has shown via the Poisson summat ion  

fo rmula  that  Toda ' s  theorem can be extended to 

o ther  combina t ions  of  elliptic functions and there- 

fore to cnoidal  waves of  virtually all equations 

that  are "exac t ly  integrable", i.e. belong to that 

very  special class which is solvable through the 

inverse scattering transform. The F K D V  equation 

is no t  exactly integrable and its cnoidal  wave 

canno t  be expressed in terms of  elliptic functions 

except  for  a single isolated parameter  value. 

Nonetheless ,  it is impossible to furnish the reader 

with a useful graph  compar ing the imbricate soli- 

ton  series with the exact cnoidal wave because the 

difference is less than the thickness of the 
curve-less than 0.005 of  the m a x i m u m  of 

I u ( X )  I - for  all amplitudes. Table IV compares  the 
cnoidal  wave with its imbricate-soliton approxi-  

ma t ion  for  various values of  a. The phase speed 
formula ,  as true even for the Kor teweg-deVries  

equat ion,  is only  an approximation,  one that de- 

teriorates (albeit non-monotonical ly)  as a de- 
creases and  the solitons overlap more  and more. 

The  accuracy  of  the representation of  the spatial 

s t ructure  is astonishingly good, however. A n  am- 
pl i tude o f  a = 1 is very small, very deep in the sine 

wave regime: the cnoidal wave is approximated to 

within 1.7% (relative to max lu(S)l) by  a single 

cosine. Fig. 9 shows the cnoidal  wave for a = 1 

with the three solitons of  the imbricate series 

which are impor tan t  for X ~  [0, ~r]. (This graph is 
presented in the "sol i ton"  convention,  i.e. the 

cons tan t  a 0 = 1.81 has been added to the cosine 
terms, because this constant  cannot  be subtracted 
f rom individual  solitons but  only f rom the im- 

br icate  series as a whole). At  the origin, the soliton 

Table IV 
A comparison of the Fourier coefficients of the exact cnoidal 
wave with those of the imbricate-soliton series approximation 
(7.2) for several amplitudes. The approximate phase speeds 
(which are those of the solitons in the imbricate series) and the 
maximum point-wise error are also given. All results are in the 
"cnoidal" convention and are normalized so that the coeffi- 
cient of cos (X) is the same for both exact cnoidal wave and 
approximation, which can always be done by appropriately 
varying the width of the solitons in the imbricate series. 

Exac t  c A p p r o x i m a t e  c 

n o r  a n or  a n Abso lu te  err. Re la t ive  err. 

a = 50 

c 14.683 14.631 0.05 0.4% 

1 50. 50. - -  - -  

2 27.101 27.220 0.120 0.4% 

3 7.476 7.473 - 0.003 0.04% 

4 1.390 1.371 - 0 . 0 1 9  1.4% 

5 0.214 0.205 - 0.009 4.3% 

6 0.029 w r o n g  s ign  ****** **** 

Max l u(X) - t/imbricat e ( X ) l  < 0.160 for all X 

a= 10 

c - 0 .1856  - 0 .2481 0.06 33.6% 

1 10. 10. --  - -  
2 1.613 1.574 -0.039 2.4% 
3 0.100 0.105 0.005 4.5% 
4 0 . 0 0 5  wrong sign ***** ***** 

Max I u(X) - Uimbricat e ( X )  ] < 0.055 for all X 

a = 5  

c - 0.7930 - 0.8146 0.022 2.7% 

1 5. 5. - -  - -  

2 0.413 0.374 - 0 . 0 3 9  9.4% 

3 0.013 0.004 - 0.009 70.4% 

4 0.0003 w r o n g  s ign ****** ***** 

Max lu(X) - ulmbri~at e (X)[ < 0.050 for all X 

a = l  

c - 0.9916 - 0.7214 - 0.270 27.3% 

1 1. 1. - -  - -  

2 0.0166 0.0134 - 0.0033 19.9% 

3 0.0001 w r o n g  s ign  **** ***** 

M a x  l u ( X )  - ttimbricat e ( X ) l  < 0 .004  fo r  all  X 

centered on  X = 0 is taller than the cnoidal  wave 
by  0 . 1 0 g - b u t  this is cancelled in the imbricate 

series by  the solitons centered on X = + 2,r, whose 
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Fig. 9. The cnoidal wave for a = 1 (converted to the soliton 
convention) is the solid line; the dot-dash, dashed, and dotted 
curves are solitons centered on X=0, 2~r, and -2~r. The 
imbricate-soliton series which is the superposition of these 
solitons approximates the cnoidal wave to within the thickness 
of the curve even though this small amplitude wave differs 
negligibly from the sum of a constant plus cos (X). 

values at X = 0 are both -0.054.  At X---~r, the 
soliton at X = -2~r  has decayed to a very small 
value, but  the solitons at the origin and at X = 2 ~r 
both  evaluate to 0.422; adding them gives a good 
approximation to the value of the cnoidal wave, 
0.847. The manner in which the various solitons 
constructively or destructively interfere to produce 
the sum of the imbricate series thus varies 
dramatically from point to point, but the end 
result is the same everywhere: an approximation 
which never differs from the exact u ( X )  by more 
than 0.004 over the whole interval-  even though 
this cnoidal wave is essentially a cosine plus a 
constant. 

The remarkable degree to which Toda's theorem 
is approximately  satisfied even for this non-inte- 
grable equation cries out for an explanation, but 
we can only offer heuristic comments. One is to 
invoke the theorem stated above: every periodic 
function has an imbricate series, so the mystery 
has been reduced to explaining why the pattern 
function of that series is so close to the soliton 
even for small amplitude. 

The second point is furnished by fig. 9. The 
pat tern function of the cnoidal wave must be the 
soliton for large amplitude because in that case 
the peaks of the cnoidal wave are narrow and 
non-overlapping so that each p e a k - e a c h  repe- 
tition of the pattern func t ion-  must be an isolated 
nonlinear solution, i.e. a soliton. The degree to 
which the pattern function deviates from the soli- 
ton as the amplitude is reduced will depend on the 
extent to which the solitons overlap. Fig. 9 shows 
that, just as is true for the Korteweg-deVries 
equation (see figs. 2 and 3 of Boyd [21]), the 
solitons of the imbricate series overlap rather 
weakly even for a = 1. At X = ~r, where the over- 
lap is largest, the amplitude of the two soiitons is 
each only 14% of peak amplitude, which implies 
that the soliton-soliton interaction terms are uni- 
formly small in comparison to the linear terms 
and the self-interaction of each soliton. Table IV 
shows that the result of this weak overlap is that 
the imbricate series gives a good approximation 
not only to the coefficient of cos (X),  but to that 
of cos (2X)  as well. 

The conclusion is obvious: if one knows the 
soliton solutions to a differential equation, the 
imbricate series formed from them is likely to be a 
very powerful and useful approximation for un- 
derstanding the corresponding cnoidal waves. 

8. Summary and prospectus 

The inverse scattering method is a very power- 
ful tool for that small class of equations for which 
it works, but  its very success may have con- 
tributed to an unfortunate neglect of the far larger 
class of nonlinear equations which are "non-inte- 
grable", and of algorithms to solve them. The 
central theme of this work is that there are rather 
large numbers of analytical and numerical tools 
for "non-integrable" problems like the fifth- 
degree Korteweg-deVries equation. 
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We have obtained new results for the FKDV 
including: (i) Stokes' expansions and Pad6 ap- 
proximants for the cnoidal wave; (ii) numerical 
calculations of both the cnoidal and bicnoidal 
waves for a ¢vide range of amplitudes; (iii) an 
analytical expression for the bion; (iv) calculation 
of the bifurcation point where the bicnoidal wave 
branches from the cnoidal; (v) an explicit test of 
the Gorshkov-Ostrovskii-Papko perturbation 
theory by comparing the predicted bound state of 
solitons with the exact bion; and (vi) a numerical 
verification of the high accuracy of the imbricate- 
soliton series for the spatial structure of the cnoidal 
wave even for extremely small amplitudes. These 
will provide a good background for further work 
on the FKDV equation. 

A larger question, however, is: can the methods 
of this paper be applied in two or three di- 
mensions? Models with but a single dimension are 
useful for conceptual purposes, but the world is 
not really made that way. Some ideas, like that of 
the imbricate-soliton approximation to the cnoidal 
wave and the Gorshkov-Ostrovskii-Papko theory 
of interacting solitons, generalize t o  higher di- 
mensions in a trivial way. The cost of the Stokes' 
expansion increases by O(N) in two dimensions 
and O(N 2) in three dimensions over the one- 
dimensional case where N is the order of the 
series, but the one-dimensional calculation was so 
cheap - 3 minutes in interpreted BASIC! - that this 
method can be easily applied even in three dimen- 
sions. 

The Newton/pseudospect ra l /cont inuat ion 
polyalgorithm, alas, is both the most powerful and 
robust method and also the most expensive: if we 
use N degrees of freedom in each dimension, then 
we have to invert an N d × N d matrix at each step 
where d is the dimension. Since we performed 
most calculations with N < 10, however, it is obvi- 
ous that many two-dimensional problems can be 
computed quite inexpensively. 

Overall, the outlook is optimistic. The example 
of the FKDV equation has shown how much can 
be done to understand solitary and cnoidal waves 

even for "non-integrable" equations. Work in pro- 
gress will apply these ideas to more realistic two- 
dimensional problems. 
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